DANGER ! The Greatly Empowered Pharmaceutical State

Think through now how you might protect yourself...not from the flu...you already know how to do that...but from the many unhealthful consequences of “covid19” vaccines and people control. You need a plan + perhaps a second residence, and a friendly naturopathic D.O. or M.D.

The set-up is clearly in. The last 3 days have allegedly recorded the highest number of cases of COVID-19 ever in the U.S. We know this is as fake as a three-dollar bill, but the planned-demic is not happening by accident.

There are five primary ways the agenda can elevate the alleged case numbers to present a false picture.

1. Test a lot more people (including re-testing many people and counting them twice if they test positive again).

2. Increase the cycle amplification built into the PCR test so that it will guarantee a higher percentage of people will test positive. They have been doing this all along, little by little.

3. Count entire families if just one tests positive (I know of a case like this personally -- the husband tested positive - so they marked it down as 6 cases because he had a wife and 4 kids in the same house. NONE of the others were even tested and none, including the husband, had any symptoms whatsoever.)

4. Deliberately falsify the number of cases reported in different localities. Several hospitals, and districts, and counties in the U.S. have actually been caught doing this. They literally doubled the actual number of positive cases they reported. A couple of places even sent in results showing 100% positives --- clearly a blatant and deliberate falsification -- often done because of financial reimbursement incentives.

5. The big pharma owned bureaucrat “scientists” (dependent on grants, “positions”) who actually count, “interpret” and report the total number of “new” cases every day, can easily fudge the number higher. $ depends on it. Political accolades depend on it. There are no checks and balances.

And of course, they are not really "cases" and certainly not "infections" like the MSM is reporting. They are simply people testing positive on a meaningless test that has never even isolated a specific COVID virus to begin with. All the test picks up is some RNA genetic material that the testers are assuming is a virus -- and of course, it must be the COVID-19 virus.

But getting back to the point -- the set-up is now being unleashed for "Wave 2" or Wave 3", whatever they want to call it. Europe has already almost completely locked down again. Expect the same in the U.S. probably in December or January. Interests vested in the agenda will falsify record case numbers to accomplish their objective. They need to take the scare tactics to the next level so more sheeple will volunteer for the vaccine. Then comes the mandatory vaccine laws, rules or regulations. Power monger and/or miseducated politicians thrive on “doing something”. The article below is just the beginning, as you can bet that many other states are thinking the same way. This Kill Gates globalist
march toward mandatory vaccines is very likely to succeed unless an awful lot of people wake up very soon.